TABLE FOR THRE3
FRITSCH COMPANY

PSICO BALLET MAITE LEÓN FOUNDATION

FRITSCH COMPANY
Is a professional theatre and dance inclusive
company of two casts with a total of 16 selected
dancers of high artistic potential, with and
without diversity. This company seeks for employment integration of people with diversity
through performing arts.

PSICO BALLET
Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation is a private
non-governmental organization founded in

THE COMPANIES
Fritsch Company

professional company of

inclusive contemporary dance. It is registered
in the professional scenic catalog -Dance to
Scene- 2017. Fritsch has three shows on tour:
Table for Thre3, Programmed Obsolescence,
and Love does not last forever.
Psico Ballet Company has family shows format such as “A Sea of Dreams” and “Jet Lag”.

1986 in Madrid dedicated to inclusive scenic
arts, through its own methodology registered as
"Maite León Method". It currently has three
dance companies with shows on tour in different formats.
The shows have been represented in Europe,
the United States and Canada, being seen by
more than 1,000,000 spectators.

Contemporáneos Company has dancers over
60 years old,

with their first contemporary

dance-theatre show on tour -Under the carpet-.
FPBML is member of Plain Inclusion, International Dance Council (CID-UNESCO), Emprendo Danza and FECED.

THE DIRECTOR

AWARDS

Gabriela Martín León is the director of Psico

1984 UNESCO Paris Prize.

Ballet Maite León Foundation since 2006. She

1987 Queen Sofia Integration Award.

tion of Madrid and the Cultural Association

1988 IIMSERSO Award for the best social work.

for Dance, for promoting the evolution of

is trained in classical, contemporary and flamenco dance. She has been choreographer, of
the Company since 1990. She participates in
numerous conferences, seminars or masters.

1992 Laurel Prize.
2001 Medal of the Italian Republic as Best International Dance and Disability Show.
2001 Medal of the Autonomous University of
Madrid to the most integrating and artistic
show.

2010 Award of the Dance Professional Associa-

the "Integrative Dance".
2010 Standing Right of Chain Award 100 Radio.
2011 IMSERSO-Infanta Cristina award for photography.
2013 City Council Award of Granada for the trajectory and work of the FPBML.

2003 Distinction to European excellence of Ma-

2016 Roosevelt Association. Prize for the Insti-

drid for its contribution to the social inte-

tution that has worked in favor of Women

gration of people with disabilities through

with Disabilities.

the performing arts.
2005 Prodis-Cermi Prize for improvement of
autonomy and image of disability.
2009 Medal of Honor of the International Music
and Dance Festival of Granada.

2016 Cermi Award for the best Inclusive Cultural Action.

BALLHAUS

THE SHOW
TABLE FOR THRE3 is the artistic result of the
artistic exploration of the

choreographers:

Amaya Galeote, Patricia Ruz and Antonio Ruz;
three contemporary dance choreographers,
with a long and recognized artistic career, in
order to explore new artistic challenges with
dancers and actors with diversity. In this way
the choreographer himself endorses with his
work the artistic quality of the project.
Ballhaus by Antonio Ruz, Coffee by Patricia
Ruz and Des / Wraps by Amaya Galeote com-

In a Berlin ballroom; the graduation party, a
dance marathon, an early-morning canteen ...
The atmosphere of Ballhaus evokes a place of
encounter and disagreement, of fun, of solitude,
of small unfinished stories immersed in a universe sometimes absurd and oneiric, where the
performers interact with each other creating
theatrical situations through movement, music
and voice.

COFFEE

pose a 60-minute contemporary dance show.
The pieces can be exhibited independently.

TITLE
TABLE FOR THRE3
DURATION
60 MINUTES
PUBLIC
ALL PUBLIC

«He poured coffee into the cup. He poured milk
into the coffee cup. He poured sugar into the
coffee with milk; with the spoon he stirred it. He
drank the coffee with milk. He left the cup
without speaking to me. He lit a cigarette. He
made smoke rings. He overturned the ash in
the ashtray. Without talking to me. Without loo-

king at me, he stood up. He put on his hat. He
put on the raincoat because it was raining. He
left in the rain. Without saying a Word, Without
looking at me. And I covered my face with my
hands. And I cried. "Jacques Prévert. A trip
around the Coffee. Its aromas, its sediment, its
ability to move us to faraway places. Memories
around a cup, absences and presences. The
piece plays with the transfer of sensations and
objects during a timeless choreography.

DES/WRAPS
Based on the set of all the things that surround
us and prevent us from showing ourselves as
we are. From this simple premise, a choreography is developed using elements of packaging as a metaphor of what surrounds us, of the
skin -as something foreign to us-, which should
be transparent .

The critic says… Todos somos cebollas

Roger Salas - El País

ANTONIO RUZ
Formed in flamenco, Spanish dance and ballet
in Córdoba, his native city, with 16 years old he
moved to Madrid to join Víctor Ullate Dance
School, where he later began his professional
career, becoming the first dancer.
In 2001 he joined the Ballet of the Grand Theater of Geneva; Years later, he joined the Lyon
Opera Ballet. In 2006 he joined the Spanish
National Dance Company directed by Nacho
Duato. He is invited by the Company Sasha
Waltz & Guests of Berlin, where he participates
as a dancer and choreographer such as Dialoge06 Bologna, Jagden und Formen, Dialoge 09
- Neues Museum, Dialoge 09- MAXXI (Rome),
as well as works with Juan Kruz Díaz de Garaio
Esnaola in Ars Melancholiae and 4 Elements- 4
Seasons.
Antonio Ruz begins in the field of choreography with productions such as 1 Despair and
Ognion , presented at the Grand Theater of Ge

SHOW 2015 of the GEMA AWARDS neva. Other works of his creation are Heidi,;

Asociation of Spanish Groups of Ancient Music-

Pirilampo, interpreted by Sora Lee in the Gala

, scheduled in Madrid in Dance 2015; Beautiful

of the World Stars Korea Dancers 05, and solo

Beach and Double Bach, premiere at the Inter-

A. He has also been choreographer and guest

national Festival of Classical Theatre of Alma-

dancer of Dospormedio Compañía in the shows

gro in 2016. Antonio Ruz has been granted with

FlamencoXXI, opera, café y puro and Sonata;

the prize "Critic Eye" of Danza of RNE (2013).

has collaborated with Abraham Hurtado with his
"live installation" :High motivation power and
elevated percentages of dead times, and in
2008 he created the Ostinato assembly for La
Mov, dance company of Zaragoza. His last collaboration as a choreographer for theater has
been in the Antigone of Miguel del Arco, for the
City Theater in 2015.
At present and since 2009, Antonio Ruz runs
his own company with which he has created
pieces such as Ignoto, No Drama, Ojo, Vaivén,
Playgrund.02 for the inauguration of the new
German School in Madrid. His latest works are
À L'Espagnole, along with Accademia del Piacere ,. (PREMIUM TO THE BEST INNOVATOR

PATRICIA RUZ
Patricia Ruz began in the world of tablaos and
castanets, entering into contemporary dance
and theater. Her heterogeneous education becomes from the poetics of diversity as an artistic language. She seeks to work with the difference as a stage element, either by the disparate ways of approaching the scene -from early
childhood, social or theatrical- ; by the fusion of
disciplines such as contemporary dance, performance and cabaret; or by the integration on
stage of different types of artists, with and
without disabilities, professionals and nonprofessionals, or collectives that represent a
minimum portion of society for the creation of a
stage event.

Her creations have won different national
awards. In her 20 years as a creator, she has
staged more than a dozen dance-theater productions, has participated in various national
and international dance festivals and has colla
borated with numerous artists, theater and dance companies. Currently, she also explores new
ways of creation within the world of music and
cabaret.
Her most current projects are “Smoke”, accompanied in live by the pianist Eduardo Laguillo,
and

“With

the

fingertips”,

“Four”

and

“Parapapel” of the Demolécula Company with
Maral Kekejian and David Picazo. Also choreographed in 2014 the video of “llel ParaUniverses” by the musician Jorge Drexler, directed by
David Trueba. Pet animales is her latest work,
in Madrid en Danza 2015.

AMAYA GALEOTE
Born in Madrid, she studied classical dance
with Víctor Ullate and Carmen Roche and
abroad at the San Francisco Ballet School and
in Steps (New York).

As a teacher she teaches in different national
schools such as Scaena, La Platea, Madrid
Dance Center, Interactive actors Academy, Aracaladanza company and Maribel Gallado conservatory (Cádiz). As a choreographer she has
worked for dance companies such as Carmen

She opens her education studying Jazz and
contemporary dance in Madrid and Vienna. As
a professional she dances in different companies, among them: The Mediterranean ballet
directed by Fernando Bujones and the Carmen
Roche Ballet. She also participates in musicals
such as The Phantom of the Opera, Cats and
Jesus Christ Superstar.

Roche Ballet, Psico Ballet Maite León, for the
Alcalá de Henares film festival and the BroadwayWorld awards.
Component of the company CasiDanza where
after obtaining residency in the Canal Theatres
they premiered with great success their first
creation Destino // Destino. She is currently one
of the directors of Dance 180º school.

TEAM
Artistic Director:
Gabriela Martín
Choreographers:
Antonio Ruz «Ballhaus»
Patricia Ruz « Coffee»
Amaya Galeote « Des/Wraps»
Assistant Director and rehearsal
coordinators:
Esther Gómez
Pilat muñoz
Light Design:
Olga García
Clemente Jiménez

Photography:

Light Technichian:

Jacobo Medrano

Clemente Jiménez
Cristina Gómez

Video:

Cast 1:

As. Fotográfica Enfocando

Germán Morales, Julen Serrano, Ana
Fernández, Yael López, Ana Mª Alonso,

Music:

Kube Escudero, Adrián Sáez, Esther

Marc Álvarez

Gómez.

As. Cultural DOM-3
Pablo Esbert

Cast 2:
Adrián López, Ricardo Cabrero, Carla

Clothes Design:

Mouchet, Julia Antón, María Galisteo,

Josep Ahumada

Sebastien Thevenin, José Carlos de la

Eva Mª García Mateo

Cal, Pilar Muñoz.

Patricia Ruz
Daniela Presta

Musician:
Ainhoa Urivelarrea and Marina Barba

Tour Manager:
Lorena Moreno

ares the cello player in "Des\wraps" .

ViDEOS

Promo 1
Promo 2
Promo 3
Promo Ballhaus
Promo Coffee
Promo Des/Wraps

CONTACT
COMUNICATION:
Performance and show coordination
Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation
Vizconde de los Asilos, 5, 28027 Madrid
espectaculos@psicoballetmaiteleon.org
TLF:(34) 91 742 23 20/
www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org

PROYECT WITH
THE SUPPORT
OF:

Dossier photos: Raquel Álvarez and principal photo: Jacobo Medrano

OTHER SHOWS ON TOUR
PLANNED OBSOLESCENCE
FRITSCH COMPANY
SHOW FOR ADULT PUBLIC

BAJO LA ALFOMBRA
COMPAÑÍA CONTEMPORÁNEOS
(DANCERS ABOVE 60 YEARS OLD)
SHOW FOR ALL PUBLIC

OTHER SHOWS ON TOUR
(FOR ALL PUBLIC)
PSICO BALLET COMPANY
JET LAG
UN MAR DE SUEÑOS

www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org

